
Winning Tech Tip entries have been selected by

the editors of Import Service as well as the technical

staff at NAPA Echlin. Winning entrants will each

receive $100.00 from NAPA Echlin. Each winner's

NAPA jobber will also receive a $100.00 prize.

In addition to the $100.00 monthly prizes, NAPA

Echlin will award an all expense paid trip for two to

the 1992 Indy 500 to the Tech Tip winner who sub

mits the best tip for 1991. The runner-up will receive

a check for $2500.00, also courtesy of NAPA Echlin.

INTERMITTENT ENGINE MISS

A loose timing belt may be responsible for an

intermittent ignition miss on engines equipped with

electronic ignition. Engines equipped with Hall effect

ignition units seem less affected by this problem.

Most of the loose timing belt vibration takes place

at its greatest distance between two pulleys (the cam

and crankshaft pulleys). This causes the camshaft to

vibrate as it rotates, which in turn causes the distribu

tor shaft to vibrate as it rotates. The distributor reluctor

vibrates as it passes the distributor pickup coil or trans

ducer, rather than passing by smoothly.

This vibrating reluctor motion can "fake out" the

distributor module, so the module may intermit

tently fail to open the coil primary circuit. When

this happens, one or more spark plugs fail to get any

spark. The vibrating reluctor may show up as a dwell

variation if you check the primary ignition circuit

with an oscilloscope.

Many fuel injected cars also rely on a coil pri

mary signal to decide when to open their port fuel

injectors. If the module skips a beat because of a

loose timing belt, the injectors won't be opened ei

ther. An intermittent loss of spark and fuel may feel

like someone is turning the ignition key off and on.

If the distributor has a centrifugal advance, you'll

probably see red dust inside the distributor cap. The

dust is caused by the centrifugal advance weights

chattering against the distributor advance plate. You

may even be able to hear the weights rattling when

the engine is running.

Retension or replace the timing belt as necessary.

Tear down the distributor and replace any worn

parts. Don't forget to check the centrifugal advance

springs for wear.

Jon Woods

Woods Foreign Repair and Service

San Diego, California

OWNER INTERROGATION

A few minutes spent questioning the customer

about previous repairs to his car can save you a lot

of wasted time. You may not be the first technician

(or non-technician) who has tried to repair the

customer's problem.

Question the owner carefully about any previous

repair work he or others may have attempted. Be

polite but insistent in your questioning and learn to

interpret the customer's answers.

You'll know where to start if you get an answer like

"Dad did try to adjust the TPS, but he put it all back."

This may lead you to a loose wiring harness con

nector, disconnected vacuum hose, or worse. Once

you have corrected the owner's blooper, you can

concentrate on repairing the original problem.

Dave Anderson

Dave's Garage

Mungo Junction, Ohio

SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT

Nitrogen gas provides a safe, environmentally

friendly alternative to R-12 for A/C system leak de

tection. Nitrogen is an inert gas, and as an added

benefit, it will absorb much of the moisture that may

be present in the system.

To test for leaks, pressurize the system with nitro

gen instead of freon. The nitrogen will mix with any R-

12 that remains in the system, so an electronic leak

detector can still be used to find the leak. After pres

surizing the system to 250 PSI, I have found many

leaks by simply wetting the A/C system connections

with a soapy solution.

We can look forward to tighter controls on the

sale and use of R-12. Nitrogen offers a safe, eco

nomical alternative for leak detection.

Robert Bowers

A-Town Garage

Allentown, Pennsylvania



TWO FROM ONE

A corroded or loose alternator wiring harness

connector may cause a low or no charge condition

on 1984-87 Nissan 200 SX models. After repairing

this connector, make sure the discharged battery is

fully recharged using a battery charger before return

ing the car to the customer.

If the customer doesn't want to wait for a full

battery recharge, explain that the alternator may self-

destruct when it tries to bring the nearly dead bat

tery back to full charge. After letting one of our 200

SX customers leave with a discharged battery, the

alternator lasted another two days before cashing it

in. Alternators on other makes and models are just

as vulnerable. Fair warning.

KNOCK SENSORS

A knock sensor can't tell the difference between

spark knock and a noisy rod or main bearing, a

loose accessory bracket, exhaust rattle, tappet noise,

or any other audible frequency. If the knock sensor

is signalling the ECU to retard the timing exces

sively, make sure the sensor is really hearing spark

knock before wasting your time on diagnosis.

Don Mclntire

Mclntire Garage

Whiteland, Indiana

EGR PASSAGE CLEANOUT

A length of emergency brake cable can be pressed

into service as an EGR passage cleanout tool. Cut a

ten inch section of the inner cable from an old emer

gency brake cable, then clamp one end in your air

drill chuck. Remove the EGR valve, then work the

flexible cable into the opening in the intake manifold

to break up those stubborn carbon deposits.

Bud Semas

Bud's Brake and Wheel

San Jose, California

QUALITY PRODUCTS,

BROAD COVERAGE

It's a well known fact NAPA Echlin was built on quali

ty. The products manufactured are the finest in the

automotive aftermarket, but it doesn't stop there. We

have the product coverage and technical support

available to you, and there are catalogs available to you

as a NAPA dealer, for all the 20,000 part numbers in

the line. Time is money and you need the parts now,

and with the vast number of vehicle models, you'll need

access to parts for all of them - immediately. Some of

these new systems might seem foreign to you but NAPA

Echlin has the field training support to guide you

through them. Promotional aids are also available to

help you sell services such as "fuel injection cleaning,"

posters to aid in increasing sales by showing customers

the need to keep their vehicle running smoothly and

efficiently.

NAPA Echlin and your NAPA AUTO PARTS store

provide one-stop shopping for these systems.

CONVENTIONAL AND ELECTRONIC

IGNITION

•Caps»Rotors»Contact Sets»Condensers»Coils#Coil Resisters

•Lead Wires#Pick'ups»Reluctors#Modules#Computers

SENSORS

•Oxygen Sensors*Coolant Sensors»Air Flow Meters

•Throttle Position Sensors

FUEL AND EMISSIONS

•Carburetor Kits and Individual Parts*EGR Valves«PCV Valves

•Idle Stop Solenoids#Choke Pull-Offs#Choke Thermostats
•Air Pump Check Valves

FUEL INJECTION

•Fuel Injectors (new and re-bui!t)«Diesel Injectors,#Fuel Injection
Cleaning Kits#\Varm-Up Regulators«Fuel Pressure Regulators

•Fuel Injection Gasket Kits^Fuel Injection Repair Parts

SWITCHES AND CHARGING AND

STARTING SYSTEM PARTS

•Headlight Switches#Toggle Switches*Starter Solenoids

•Key Switches*Voltage Regulators#Bushings»Brushes»Diodes

Because there are no
unimportant parts."

Owner
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